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GreenEduLARP web page launched!

Project GreenEduLARP has just
launched their web page:
https://greenedularp.wordpress.com/
This will be a learning and information
platform that will function as an Open
Education Resources hub that will be
providing educators and other
beneficiaries with free access to the
teachers’ toolkit, audio-visual hub and
curriculum as well as to our project’s
news!

https://greenedularp.wordpress.com/


Activities briefly done so far:

1) Project GreenEduLARP has launched their web page.
2) Newsletter nr 1 was developed and disseminated.
3) During the first months, the project team prepared a mapping of EduLARPs’

situation and educational contexts in Estonia, Greece, Sweden, Poland.
4) Draft of the GreenEduLarp curriculum is ready.
5) First steps with lesson plans and toolkit have been made.

Project 2nd interim team meeting

The 2nd interim meeting took place
from 06th to 07th of September 2022 at
Västerås in Sweden. After the corona
winter it was the first time all partners
met in real life. The aim of the meeting
was to discuss the development of the
GreenEduLarp curriculum and the
steps on how to develop a good and
practical supportive material to use
more GreenEduLarp at school.

We were evaluating the present
situation and progress of the project so

far. In teams’ people were working to
form better joint understanding of the
project outputs developing lessons
plans for implementing GreenEduLarp
curriculum and the preparation
materials for the teachers and what
could be the main idea of the toolkit
(more hands-on material, exercises
and printouts etc) that will help the use
of EduLARPs at school combined with
Climate Change Education. 

Our productive project team is almost
ready with lesson plans to support the
GreenEduLarp curriculum.

Coming up is the launch of the
GreenEduLARP Audiovisual Hub, a
collection of online tutorials in a form
of step-by-step scenarios for climate
change as well as the testimonies of
participants.



GreenEduLarp curriculum

The GreenEdu Larp curriculum will give
basic ideas on how to adjust LARP
games to the classroom and the
general study aim.

● MODULE I - What is an EduLarp? 
Introduction of the LARP and
role play games, different topics
and different larp types.

● MODULE II - Explore your
neigh-bourhood

Module leads teachers to do
some fieldwork with students to
develop an environmental
educational LARP.

● MODULE III – Concept and
Roles 
This module focuses on data
collection through a co-design
process  for the game.

● MODULE IV – Let’s Play 
Overview of the tipms
implementing the game.

● MODULE V – Reflection time 
Final module introduces the
impact and discussion of the
game.



GreenEduLarp was presented at Knutpunkt

Knutpunkt is an annual international conference, where Larp enthusiasts from
all over the world meet and discuss, develop and exchange experiences
about larp theory and design.

Knutpunkt 2022 was held in September in Linköping, Sweden. Green Edu Larp
project partner LajvVerkstaden Sverige ekonomisk förening participated and
shared also information about the project.

With the first expected result: the GEL Curriculum, we aim to support late primary
and secondary education teachers, implement the GEL methodology in school
with LARPing for students towards a greener changemaking attitude using
scenarios to trigger behavioural shift and action.


